2022 Retreat Edition
The ASIFA Central
Board
È
President

Julie Goldstein

Welcome to ASIFA Central! We are the Midwest - US chapter of ASIFA, the oldest
organization of animators in the world. This chapter was established in 1975.
The board members volunteer have many responsibilities - social media coordinators,
retreat co-organizers, web updaters, ani-jam facilitators, party planners, inveterate and
unrepentant doodlers, aspiring and attentive academics of animated arcana, and more.
They also work at the front line for this Midwest animation chapter and are in frequent (now
practically simultaneous) contact with the International ASIFA board.

Vice President

Christopher Sagovac

Rated XXX - The 30th ASIFA Central Retreat!

Treasurer & IAD Coordinator
for ASIFA International

Cartoons, Cakes, and Digital Hob-Nobbing

Briana Yarhouse
Social Media Coordinator & Master
of Gatherings:

Tracy Miller-Robbins

Well, who doesn’t like cake? And who doesn’t like traditions? And if you can mix a
tradition with cake, the experience can be a toe-cramping bit of joy. This year’s retreat
was no exception - with both the official primary and the ceremonial backup cakes
meeting their proscribed fate with unfettered glee:

Secretary, Yr Hmbl Typst, &
Apprentice Membership
Coordinator

Jim Middleton
With Free-Range Board Members

Deanna Morse
Gretchen Vinnedge
Stephen Leeper
Michael Long
Bob Swieringa
Charles Wilson

Deanna Morse’s cake experienced a cosmic earthquake,
while Michael Long’s backup confection (right) faced a
frothy fate. Delightful and calorie-free.

Official Bibliographer

Orrin Scott

This year’s retreat began weeks before with a dive into the digital domains of Gather
town as Tracy Miller-Robbins created a pair of spaces for socializing and schmoozing.
The result was an 8-bit environment for all who attended to break away from the rigors
of animation and presentation to enter a world where they could discuss the rigors of
animation and presentations. And watch some animation! And draw group sketches!
And pet an animal who would follow such attentions with unending digital love and virtual companionship for the entire
time in the town of Gather.
È

Armed with mice, digital tablets, and unbridled curiosity – “Back off, pal, we’re
professionals!” - group sketch experiment in Gather
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A Smattering of Links from Retreat “XXX” - July 15-16, 2022
General
The Retreat’s “Gather Town Gallery Walk-through” Video: https://youtu.be/V31KKWH2k5k
ASIFA Central website: asifa.org
To join the ASIFA Coffee break list, contact info: michaellonglong@hotmail.com
Contact for Deanna Morse, now President of ASIFA International: morsed@gvsu.edu
Thomas Renoldner as the current General Secretary of ASIFA International mail@thomasrenoldner.at
ASIFA South has its ASIFAC-festival hybrid July 29-30: https://www.asifa-south.com/asifac-festival
Lisa Barcy
Video Channel Website : https://vimeo.com/LISABARCY
Artsite: http://lisabarcy.squarespace.com/animation
Orrin Scott
Links for ASIFA Discord (under development): https://discord.gg/hh642PT5
Baller Zoetrope Collection (it’s HUGE): https://www.robbygilbert.net/zoetropes
Salt Lake Animation Exposition Animation X - coming March 24-25, 2023: https://www.slanimationexpo.com/
Mishawaka, IN has a planetarium for multimedia presentations (and that includes animation!):
https://www.phmschools.org/planetarium-digital-video-theater
The Animation Bibliography of all Animation Bibliographies:
https://cartoonresearch.com/index.php/the-animation-history-bibliography/
The Smithsonian’s open access media (ephemera image sources):
https://www.si.edu/search/collection-images?edan_q=&oa=1&edan_fq%5B0%5D=media_usage%3ACC0
The Animation Obsessive - a deep dive newsletter (free weekly, pay for twice a week):
https://animationobsessive.substack.com/
Lynn Tomlinson
Here’s the interview with Lynn Tomlinson from ASIFA South (approx. 45 minutes): https://fb.watch/eivQNLtCKp/
The animated video she created (Ten Degrees of Strange, for Robert Macfarlane and Johnny Flynn):
https://vimeo.com/544050102
Shira Avni from Montreal!!
Montreal has a dome designated for projections (bien sur!): https://sat.qc.ca/en/satosphere
Concordia University Mel Hoppenheim School of Cinema site:
https://www.concordia.ca/finearts/cinema/programs/film-animation.html
Chris Sullivan:
For one man band CGI production, I highly recommend the master class by the maker of AWAY
After effects #1 https://vimeo.com/manage/videos/404420651/4006114209
After effects #2 https://vimeo.com/manage/videos/465670025/b38d021c06
Tracy Miller-Robbins
Frequently updated info on No-entry Film Festivals: www.noentryfeefestivals.com
Gary Schwartz
Recent film - The Crown Nobody Wanted: https://youtu.be/cNhy897qAMU
Deanna Morse
A powerful Holocaust film created this year: Letter to a Pig - trailer: https://vimeo.com/717095348
Jim Middleton
Some PD Music Uploaded at archive.org for the retreat (more on Jim’s “library” there)
https://archive.org/details/1919-waltzing-doll-poldini-victor-herberts-orchestra-vic-blue-45170-b
https://archive.org/details/1917dansedesbuffonscolumbiaacoustic
https://archive.org/details/1913-nutcracker-suite-tschaikowsky-v-herberts-orch-vic-45053-a-b-2-sides
https://archive.org/details/1921-carmen-bizet-orch-selections-berlin-state-opera-odeon-5027-29-6-sides
https://archive.org/details/1925-sleep-lebieg-stevens-trio-ed-51292-r
The Mystery Shoebox from 1972: https://vimeo.com/730098411
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T h e XXXth ASIFA Ce n tral Re tre at 2022
Ju ly 15-16
Bob Swieringa, Embedded Reporter
July 15, with Lisa Barcy

The ASIFA Central Annual Retreat kicked off Friday
evening with a discussion with Chicago animator Lisa Barcy.
Lisa talked about her recent work, her approaches and ideas
regarding animation, and some of her education and
non-animation experiences.

Lisa Barcy

Lisa described herself as a mixed-media
artist living in Chicago, primarily focusing
on experimental animation (some
involving puppets; more in a moment)
and on narrative animation. She has
screened her films widely, created music
videos, and worked in theatre (creating
puppets). Her formal education involved
the Art Institute of Chicago and

Columbia College.
In talking about her recent film The Ephemeral Orphanage, Lisa
noted that "I find material and find the story in the material."
She discovered paper cutouts from color comics collected by
her grandmother. These were all of women, but as cutouts
from comic pages, some were missing parts of their bodies
(such as part or all of an arm). She didn't worry about the
"incomplete" paper puppets, thinking that such figures had
"back stories" of their own that did not need to be told
explicitly in her film but helped to provide their character. She
used the puppets to then develop stories (adding paper cutouts
of men), working "backward," she said, from the material to
the story. She typically used most of what she shoots. The
Ephemeral Orphanage is the recent example of her narrative
work.

Some in attendance on the first day

"curse" for "recognizability" she feels, since it may then be
harder for audiences to "recognize" the artist solely from the
visual style or medium used. But this is a strength, as she sees
herself as consistently inconsistent, thanks to the unpredictability of
the materials she works with.
How does she feel about the materials she uses? "I tend to fall
in love with my materials" but also recognizes the danger in
treating the materials as "precious," as afraid that you might get
it "wrong" with their use. But there is always more ephemera to
find… She explicitly acknowledged within The Ephemeral
Orphanage that the paper puppets were flat figures with
newsprint across their backs, having them stand and twist
within three-dimensional sets (reminiscent of Soviet
science-fiction films from the 1930s, she noted) to emphasize
their flatness. Animation to her is a movement based artform, a
point she stresses to her students, having them physically act to
figure out the movements of characters.
This physicality also appears in her theatre work, such as the
staging by Red Moon Theatre of the film The Cabinet of Dr.
Caligari for which she created two-foot tall puppets which the
"actors" manipulated from behind them, each to their own.
Given the structures of the puppets, like the paper dolls of The
Ephemeral Orphanage, they were limited in their approximations
of human movement. Lisa said
she felt like Dr. Frankenstein,
looking for the right parts for
the characters (using found
materials to create them).

The film took eight years to complete, during which she had
her own children, which helped to inform her own
decision-making for the film, such as thinking about education
from a child's perspective rather than an adults. Most of her
work is more abstract
animation. She needed a break
from the longer work of The
Ephemeral Orphanage and created
Forét, a film about one-third in
length. This is an abstract film,
also using found materials, with
business-card size images that
she manipulated in various
ways. Lisa says she often works
on several projects that "I can
bounce around to," being sure
to complete each. (She hates
having several unfinished
projects at a time.) Having two
"styles" of animation – narrative
Image from “The Ephemeral Orphanage” - Lisa Barcy
and abstract – is a bit of a
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What now? Lisa said she did a
purge of her basement studio
and is conducting little
experiments, such as
experimental collage works.
The extended visit with Lisa
Barcy provided a wonderful
opening to this year's Retreat.
Hearing her talk about her
background, her approaches to
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animation, and her close attention to found materials and the
stories they can tell set the stage for a weekend of exploration
and discussion.
(To be continued, soon, in a newsletter near you!!)
Mo re Fu n Fac ts ab o u t Lis a B arc y an d h e r Cre ativ e
Pro c e s s :
 A believer in storyboarding, but doesn’t do a lot of it –
ironically, she’s teaching a class on storyboarding this fall
(we’ve all been there!)
 Carefully chosen pauses with character action and
movements come from a background in dance and theatre
 Not an overly verbal filmmaker, she wants to give the
performance a “silent film” quality
 Speaking of Caligari, “You can ‘get a bit of puppet stuck in
your teeth’ during a performance”
 Is impressed by 3D printing, but currently not interested
in using it. It reflects her “need to know” approach to the
use of new technology, with a self-imposed set of limitations
during the filmmaking process
 Likes the feel of spontaneity in stop motion - especially
with the construction of rigging; uses Dope Sheets/exposure
sheets during lip sync portions
 She usually leaves sound to the experts, but likes to create
her own foley effects

Galle ry T alk
The Amazing World of Gather - The Remote Gallery, Designed by
Tracy Miller-Robbins - Interactions afterwards
A discussion emerged on the definition of a Voxel
From Wikipedia:
“In 3D computer graphics, a
voxel represents a value on a
regular grid in three-dimensional
space. As with pixels in a 2D
bitmap, voxels themselves do
not typically have their position
(i.e. coordinates) explicitly
encoded with their values.
Instead, rendering systems infer
the position of a voxel based
upon its position relative to
other voxels (i.e., its position in
the data structure that makes up a single volumetric image).”

Tracy Miller-Robbins spent weeks on the creation and
tweakingf a customized 8-bit retro environment for use during
the retreat, where participants could relax, interact, check out
the latest from the Hubble telescope, and watch some short
films. It was a nice showcase for the potential in the Gather
network.
Lig h tn in g Ro u n d s , De m o n s tratio n s , an d Sh o w -an d -T e ll
Lynn Tomlinson - Ten Degrees of Strange
Ten Degrees of Strange is also an SAS and Annecy presentation (
see - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kz3cV5eiybY )
music video of a song by Johnny Flynn and Robert Macfarlane.
The collaborative work by the composers takes a checkered
path to one of the earliest epic poems, Gilgamesh. That poem
was passed down from Babylonian baked tablets, which led to
Lynn Tomlinson and her work with clay.
As an animation
technique, she uses
an hors-d’oeuvre
tray warmer to keep
clay pliable and
malleable beneath
the ever-evolving
images. It can take
hours for just a few
seconds to emerge.
Lynn Tomlinson
As a results, Lynn
learns to “embrace
the flow” - she can see flecks of dust in her clay frames, a
reminder of the organic process
It allows her to have a “spontaneous decision to expand the
workspace in mid shot,” as she demonstrated in her music
video 10 Degrees of Strange. (Official video at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d2eqv3y4Cq4&t=9s )

Tern Degrees of Strange - Sea Lion - showing detail of clay layers

Well, glad we got that cleared up.
The Gathertown dog
followed Michael
Long around the first
night of the retreat.
Feel the digital love!
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Bri Yarhouse and New Interlochen Animation Program
Her first cycle at Interlochen has already packed the auditorium
there with jaw dropping student work - from “0 to 100" in 3
weeks of classes! Not a bad start for a brand-new program
begun under the watchful and talented eye of Professor
Yarhouse.
In addition, Bri, as coordinator for ASIFA International
Animation Day, announced the poster artist for the 2022
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celebration: Michaela Pavlátová
has been selected by the ASIFA
International board as this years
IAD poster artist. Michaela has
accepted and will be providing the
poster design by early August
(more on that soon!).
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mi
chaela_Pavl%C3%A1tov%C3%A
1
https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=NMWZTyrJbCs

Bri Yarhouse

Deanna Morse - asifa.net
“Don’t Kill - Don’t Destroy - Connect!” is the latest theme
among the international ASIFA members to address the
ongoing crises in - well, practically everything. CONNECT! It
is a fantastic way to diffuse and soothe.
ASIFA International magazine will go to digital formats for
printing and shipping cost savings.
Members are encouraged to go to ASIFA.net and set up a new
biography or provide an image - members may also relay
changes and provide files to the dapper Thomas Reinholder mail@thomasrenoldner.at
Deanna’s
film,“Container Loss,”
created with Jane Flint,
uses animation as
therapy to work
through the loss of a
loved one while
finding affirmation in
Container Loss - 2022 - Deanna Morse - Jane the images nature uses
Flint
to surround us.
Also, her film “Departure”
blends visual and audio elements
using “obsolete sounds” to
examine “travel-time-memory”
connections, incorporating
delirious images of stop-motion
California poppies performing
Departure - 2022 - Deanna Morse
their daily routine.

Shira Avni
An educator, creator of animated
documentary films, and proof that there
is civilization to be found in North
America, yet - let’s animate in the
Montreal projection dome!
Her film, “Two One Two,” was shared
with us, driving the NFB bandwidth into
overtime seeking her other directorial
oper. She offered the maxim, “A lack of funding means just
more freedom!”
Again, more proof of the benefits of Canadian health care as a
multiple survivor of the ongoing covid pandemic.
From the Concordia website:
“Shira Avni's films address questions of difference,
neurodiversity, and social justice in ways that gently break down
the viewer's habitual barriers. Her studio practice involves
photography as well as clay-on-glass animation and painting,
back-lit to create the shimmering effect of stained glass in
motion. Presented in a cinema or darkened gallery space, the
work engages the spectator in a highly personal, emotionally
cathartic experience.
Avni's current research explores the intersection of
motherhood, neurodivergence, identity and interdependence
through a combination of animation and documentary media
and collaborative animation films.”
Michael Long
The recognition for his film Island Hopping continues (see article
ahead!) so, success being its own punishment, Michael has
launched into another project, Gorilla Tactics, with a fleeting but
wonderfully nostalgic reference to Ernie Kovacs’ Nairobi Trio!!!
“The imperfection is part of the perfection.”
- Michael Long

Orrin Scott - The Animation Bibliography
90% of animation books have appeared after 1987 (!!!). Orrin’s
project evolved from a two-page outline, just two years ago, to
over 1700 book titles, and it continues to expand.
It’s hosted by Cartoon Research https://cartoonresearch.com/index.php/the-animation-historybibliography/
- and see page two of this newsletter for a multitude of other
sites he shared with us at the retreat. This guy can type.
Chris Sagovac
The ASIFA Central VP confessed that he buried art around his
campus at Webster, as well as other unique and creative venues
“art for moles!,” “ceilings and rafters need attention too!”

A visual boxful of animators on day #2 of the July retreat
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Steve Socki
Everyone is incredibly active in 2022 - Steve shared his
multilayer abstractions on paper, created in a watercolor style
technique.
Jim Middleton
Jim’s maxim of, “Don’t throw
anything out,” continues. He
uncoverd a rubber-banded 50
year old shoebox containing
2300 drawings and re-scanned
it all, demonstrating a
“consistent aesthetic” to his
life’s work. Ritalin was not
generally available in 1972.

The Miller’s Tale - 1972 - Jim
Middleton

Gary Schwartz
Gary discussed the
production process
behind his recent film,
The Crown Nobody Wanted,
along with his projects at
the Flint Institute of the
Arts and workshop films
Hole and Stain.
Chris Sullivan
The Boris Karloff-voiced feature by Chris Sullivan, The Orbit of
Minor Satellites continues to grow daily, and its updates can be
viewed and supported at https://orbitkickstart.com/ .
Steve Leeper
Steve Leeper’s program at Central Michigan University
continues to attract area talent for showreels of its own - and in
the meantime, The Creation Poem is his own independent workin-progress, as a contemporary re-imagining of James Weldon
Johnson's black gospel poem into a short animated film.
Progress continues at:
https://jsl-studio-animation.webnode.page/creationpoem/

È

UFVA Co n fe re n c e - Hail, Hail, Fre d o n ia!
byline by Michael Long, Master of Motion and Illusion

I've been at the UFVA conference with Christine Veras in
person and it's been great. We're all going to have to meet in
person someday soon! We did our panel this morning and it
went fine, with Julie (Goldstein, ASIFA Central President)
"zooming" in to participate. She'll do the same tomorrow for
another panel.
The keynote speaker on July 26 was the Norwegian film editor
Niels Paugh Andersen. He edited the controversial film The
Act of Killing and its companion film The Look of Silence – some
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heavy-duty stuff here, though I haven't seen either one.
He began by reminding us that even though we talk about
technique and principles, especially when teaching a subject like
editing, the real connection is made with an audience through
emotions. How do we engage their emotions? He sometimes
sees himself as a conductor of music, giving his audience a
roller coaster ride of emotions. (This reminded me of a remark
made by Hitchcock once about "playing" the audience like a
pipe organ, always with their enjoyment in mind.) How can you
get the audience to feel? And then, how can you teach an
editor to do this? We have words to convey ideas, but words
have a bias toward narrative structure, plot, and dialogue. These
are things we usually discuss. But how can you get authentic
performances from actors if it is fiction? How can you capture
authentic moments from subjects in a documentary, especially
today when so many people are "performative," molding their
persona and story with each new video on YouTube or
Facebook?
He also told us he never went to film school. Learned from a
mentor, then learned by doing and making mistakes as well as
good choices, over 40 years.
The editor has
learned over the
years to avoid
coming to a
documentary
project with a
preconceived
structure or ideas
about what the
film will be about.
With
documentaries,
you have huge
shooting ratios,
sometimes 1,000
to 1. He likes to
look at the
footage and learn
about the subject
that way, letting
ideas emerge from Christine Veras, Michael Long, and Suzanne Zack at
UFVA
the authentic
moments. There
is usually a period of great play with a director--let's try putting
these images together, let's see what happens if we lay down
this sound with this image--experimenting till somehow it feels
right. Teaching is where he thinks he really learned how he
edits, because he's had to explain his process to others. In his
book Order in Chaos, he has links to parts of films and parts of
interviews with the filmmakers. He's trying to use examples in a
different way, to show process rather than final product. Here
are the choices we made along the way. He used a part of the
documentary "The Look of Silence" and an interview with the
director Joshua Oppenheimer to demonstrate the processes
that went into making this film. These selections engaged our
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emotions almost from the beginning, so they very much
supported his idea.
The University Film and Video Association (UFVA) is an
international organization where media production and writing meet
history, theory and criticism. UFVA members are makers and artists,
teachers and students, archivists and distributors, college departments,
libraries, and manufacturers. UFVA holds an annual conference and
publishes the Jo u rn al o f Film an d Vid e o , a periodical featuring
articles on media production, history, theory, aesthetics and criticism.
UFVA is one of the premier U.S. academic organizations dedicated to
the study of media. ufva.org

De an n a Mo rs e in th e My s tic Lan d o f No rw e g ia!

Our ASIFA International President visited Oslo this July,
promoting peace, animation, and maritime exploration!

È

T h e St. Lo u is Film m ake rs Sh o w c as e - fe atu rin g
Mic h ae l Lo n g !

Michael Long's film Island Hopping, which played on the
rooftop of Gather Town during the recent ASIFA-Central
retreat, won "Best Animated Film" on Sunday, July 24th, in the
22d Annual Whitaker St. Louis Filmmakers Showcase. The
film is now invited to enter the St. Louis International Film
Festival in the Fall.

È

Re p o rt fro m an Au s te re an d Ad am an t An im ato r
Jim Middleton - in a Fog, not the Cloud

Link to the announcement:
https://www.cinemastlouis.org/st-louis-filmmakers-showcase?
fbclid=IwAR0tpAqVw5a-qnYcfMJdHbSLtdDftdt8gx7qJbKAj
JP1ni93P6JBYzN6S_c

Island Hopping - 2021 - Michael Long

The 22nd Whitaker St. Louis Filmmakers Showcase, an annual
presentation of the nonprofit Cinema St. Louis, serves as the area’s
primary venue for films made by local artists.
UPDATE: JULY 29, 2022 - STOP THE PRESSES STOP
THE PRESSES STOP THE PRESSES!
Fo llo w u p fro m Mic h ae l v ia th e B o o k o f Fac e s :

Island Hopping won "Best Animated Film" last weekend
(July 24) at the 22d Annual Whitaker St. Louis Filmmakers
Showcase. “I'm always surprised and grateful when a film
wins an award. Thanks to everyone at the festival. The piece
looked and sounded fantastic on the big screen! Thanks to all
who came out. Watching with an audience was pure joy.”

It’s not being a Luddite that prevents my use of the latest
and greatest technology - it’s the pernicious policies invading
software that no longer permit you to own a copy of a license,
but rather, perpetually rent one, thereby never really having free
access to your own work; instead, always relying on an ongoing
fee (certainly this is the business model of certain operating
system vendors who crave to poke a finger into any intellectual
property deed that crosses its cloud).
As a result, I still use Flash, Photoshop, and Sony
Vegas, but only in the forms that rest upon a hard drive that
hums in front of me. Living in a fairly remote region where the
internet can be woven a bit loosely, there is an additional
advantage to not relying on an amorphous storage space to
suddenly become inaccessible.
The downside is, of course, that latest and greatest
“advances” aren’t always available. The upside is I get to
wonder if they’re even necessary, or if work-arounds can obtain
the same results. I should use the word “hacks” to keep
current.
So I have discovered a hack with 4K creation and
rendering.
Flash, now known as Adobe Animator, does not offer
4K in its final iteration to own, CS5. It maxes out at a work
screen resolution of 2800 x 1575, making it about 75% of a 4K.
Let’s call it a 3K. (I have noticed that this version of Flash has
an “Animator” menu which is very much like their current
software iteration). But it can do 2800 x 1575!
It can also render out nearly any size gif, jpg, or png
sequence of files, including 3840 x 2160. That means I can draw
in “3K” and render out as 4K (3840 x 2160) (Export > export
movie > jpg sequence).
This “3K” series of images can be brought into the
Photoshop CS6 (again, the last one available for outright
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purchase) and then adjusted for any unwanted artifacts, and
saved out at 3840 x 2160 again.
However, I have also found that my Sony Vegas 15
video software (later versions exist, but after #16 it is utterly
dreadful) will import my faux 4K from Flash just fine and
export at 4K resolution, and all looks well. I use the Sony
product because it offers the functions of After Effects that I
actually use without causing the studio lights to dim.
My final observation has been that whenever I use
these three software products - Flash, Photoshop, Vegas - my
hard drive just starts spinning and the internet bandwidth
begins playing. In some cases, especially with the Flash
program, it seems that it is reaching out to Adobe and things
quickly jam, and occasionally crash.
Solution? I disconnect a WiFi dongle on my
“grandpa box” desktop computer when I start or continue a
project and, gee whiz, things seem to work out just fine.
This is a work-around - sorry, hack - to be sure, and
ultimately I’ll have to succumb to use of some online
experience, but it buys me time while I explore some other
open source substitutes for Flash (Krita shows some current
promise) for 2D. I’d rather use my time to complete a few
ongoing projects rather than stop everything to learn which
compromises to my workflow I have to accept for the sake of
newness (and don’t even get me going on cars without key
locks).
To summarize:
(mainly for the benefit of yr hmbl typst, on a 3x5 card near the
keyboard)
4K “Hack”
1. Dis c o n n e c t WiFi (it’s a distraction when drawing, anyway)
2. Draw in Flash CS5 with a workspace of 2800 x 1575
3. Export image files in batches of 100 (each one is about
1000kb) - prevents software/hardware overloads
4. Use with File > Export > Export Movie > jpg sequence (or
png sequence or gif sequence)
5. Set export size of image files to 3840 x 2160 when prompted
6. Import to Photoshop or video editor (set Preferences > Edit
> import 0.08 seconds for 2fps in Sony Vegas)
7. And party on!
And save ALL DRAWINGS
in a safe place, multiple hard
drives, archive.org, or printed out
and put in a basement shoebox!!!
This bit of a tirade is not presented to slam any
particular product, but the business model that obstructs
aspiring animators - they need to have better access to
resources that won’t represent yet another hurdle to their
lifelong career.
After all, painters don’t have to rent their canvases or
acrylics.
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Co ffe e w ith Mic h ae l
“The only safe thing is to take a chance.” - Elaine May

So many topics emerge at the “coffee breaks” hosted by
Michael Long at Webster University that one can spend days
reviewing the check-off boxes to review, unless of course, it’s a
revisit of A Swim in the Pond in the Rain, where they become
Chekov boxes.
June’s meeting reviewed the ever-growing animation
bibliography curated by Orrin Scott online at Cartoon
Research,
https://cartoonresearch.com/index.php/the-animation-historybibliography/ ,
the expanding scope of membership with ASIFA Central,
prompting Gary Schwartz to comment, “Join ASIFA Central
and help prevent World War III.” Gary also had a three day
workshop at the Flint Institute of the Arts with a focus on The
Flintstones and an under-the-camera experience using the
1960's version of the Friday night (“In COLOR!”) TV staple’s
theme song, where we learn what kind of time the Flintstones
will be having. David Baker announced his official retirement
from FSU, so he’ll be looking into synfig.org for some
substitutes for access to academic software licenses. The
hundreds of pages of Christine Panushka’s online history of
abstract animation are being archived at the asifa.org website on
the heels of her retirement from USC. Jim confessed that in
the 1990s he didn’t know how to download internet files, so he
had printed out the 300-plus pages of documentation, which he
later scanned before adding heft and helt to Ian Bobinac’s
basement archives. HULU is hosting the Vonnegut
documentary (Unstuck in Time) where the Marx Brothers in a
Nutshell producer, Robert Weide, became so close to the subject
that he also became part of the film’s subtext. And a second
year of CoVid lockdown is exhausting, with students giving the
deadly vacant stare of “what are
you talking about?” much of the
time, yet seem to enjoy the
proceedings, “as long as they don’t
have to admit they learned
something.”
July covered equally
important topics, starting with a
thorough discussion of The Mad
God, the 30-year independent
production opus of Phil Tippett,
The Mad God - 2022
begun while he was working on
RoboCop 2, and now streaming on
Shudder. We suspected that the live-action portions of this stopmotion jaw-dropper were inserted in an effort to prevent it
becoming a 50-year production opus. It felt like a “full on
guitar solo,” where you need to pause the stream to take a
breath during the experience, all definitely edited for a
generation accustomed to speed-of-light pacing. Michael then
produced his well-loved paperback copy of I Seem to be a Verb
by Buckminster Fuller, now long out of print and a celebration
of stream of consciousness authorship, and woo-ha! what an
online price that wee volume now commands!
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Dis c o rd , AI, an d Mid jo u rn e y

Oh those wacky beta-test sites. Midjourney is an AI-driven
image generator, coordinated by California-based Discord.
Once you have logged into Discord, you must seek
the Midjourney icon on the upper left of the screen (a sailboat),
and then you have to navigate downward in the sliding column
to the left once you’ve been put into Midjourney.
You look for a “newbie” site, click on it, and a long,
long trail of generated images will appear in the newsfeed these are the images already created by other “newbies.”
At the bottom of the screen is a prompt to “talk” to a
newbie bot, where you type in “/imagine”, press a space, and
the word “prompt” appears in a rectangle.
Type in anything you can imagine.
Anything.
Look at some of the already generated images to get
an idea of the general discourse. Lots of body parts, clowns,
and grimoire. It’s often a goth paradise.
In 60 seconds, you’ll be notified that your quartet of
images is ready. Scroll up until you find yours. It will be
highlighted with a bar on the left.
You may choose to enhance/upscale one of the four,
U1 - U4, or create variations on a particular favorite, V1 - V4.
Wait another 60 seconds and it, too, will appear in the feed.
You have to do a bit of scrolling, and heaven help
you if it’s a busy feed, or you waited too long. It goes from a
“bit” to a “lot” of scrolling very, very fast.
The other
thing that goes very
fast is your limit of
free samples: 25. It’s
a lifetime limit, so to
get more for free, you
will likely have to get
additional log-on
identities.
The monthly
fee (“basic”) for 200
images/month is $10,
and for unlimited use
(“standard”) it is $30.
It is an interesting
starting point for
“Art Deco - Radio - Technicolor” 4 examples in
projects.
60 seconds
Navigating the Beta-based Seas of Discord:
https://discord.gg/hh642PT5 will get you to the Discord page
created by Orrin Scott, our resident animation bibliographer.
From there you will likely get an invitation to join and
download a desktop application. Discord will be an additional
site for the ASIFA Central gang of high-fallutin’, rootin’ tootin’
animator chatsters.
Examples from yr hmbl typst are attached. No, he didn’t have
a stroke.

Ansel Adams - Wheatfield - dusk

Groucho - Marilyn Monroe - DeSoto
Convertible

Dig ital Grav y An im atio n
A Utah-based animation company attends the Retreat and wants to play
with ASIFA Central!

The opportunities to
engage and network are the
cornerstones of any retreat,
and in July, ASIFA Central
welcomed visitors from
Salt Lake. Digital Gravy was
represented by Alexander
Digital Gravy website 2022
and Gabriel Green, a
brother and sister who play
well together in the most playful profession in the megaverse.
Digital Gravy was created by Chaz Walgamott and
Alexander Green 2017. Gabrielle joined in 2020, when the
partnership started heading more toward character animation.
They have worked on projects ranging from VFX,
Motion graphics, tradigital, to character animation. Their
preferred platform is Toonboom Harmony.
They are currently animating with the Tuttle Twins
TV series( https://youtu.be/aYIJdWclV1A ) and Covenant
Path ( https://youtu.be/hgEf1_bpyAQ ), a short series for the
LDS Church.
They are also developing independent projects ( see
https://www.smellthegravy.com/homemade-gravy ) which we
and run an local animation meet- up –
https://www.meetup.com/salt-lake-animation-meetup-group/
– to help connect the local talent to each other and well as the
Salt Lake Animation Expo, which they plan as an annual event
https://www.slanimationexpo.com/
Not to be outdone in the multi-marketing department, they
have also produced a food-themed matching and battling card
game: Chow Pow (“Legend Dairy” is yr hmbl typst’s new favorite
character name).
https://www.chowpowgame.com/
Studio website:
https://www.smellthegravy.com/
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T h ro w b ac k: Ro to g rav u re fro m 2002 - T h e KAFI Fe s tiv al
Images from the Analog Animating Apothecary Archives

Jason Roth and BFF near an angry
chair
Three of the four musketeers - Melissa
Bouwman, Deanna Morse, and Eric Oehrl

Please, no more butterfly movies!
Ambidexterity and still cannot
keep up

David Baker - “In another 20
years I can retire!”
24 hour “Cartoon
Challenge” created its own
legends

Angie Mistretta - Melissa
Bouwman

Deanna Morse - Ellen Besen
Jim steps on his own foot and
Melissa won’t correct him

ASIFA Central Newsletter (cc) August 2022, a semi semi-monthly publication of ASIFA Central - see the updated
website with more announcements and an ever expanding newsletter archive for ASIFA Central at https://asifa.org

DON’T KILL - DON’T DESTROY - CONNECT
ASIFA Central On INSTAGRAM! Woot Woot! Make sure to
check our newly created Instagram account:
https://www.instagram.com/asifacentral/

DON’T KILL - DON’T DESTROY CONNECT
And then dive into more digital fun at
https://www.facebook.com/groups/asifacentral
and for ASIFA International - https://asifa.net - be sure to check
out the Facebook page on ANIZOOMATION

DON’T KILL - DON’T DESTROY - CONNECT
As usual, send any suggestions, comments, or recipes for
zucchini bread, along with the usual castigations to yr hmbl
typist, at jim.middletonrx@gmail.com or, for dull bloggery,
https://animatingapothecary.blogspot.com

DON’T KILL - DON’T DESTROY - CONNECT
Opinions expressed in this newsletter are those of the hmbl typst and do not necessarily reflect the thoughts, opinions, or policies of anyone
anywhere else, and especially at ASIFA Central, which is a completely volunteer-run, non-profit gathering of very busy and frantic members
moving at 24fps on a slow day, where vacations are when you shoot on twos.
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Jo u rn al Re v ie w De p artm e n t
or

Mo re
An aly tic al an d Artic u lato ry An aly s e s
Cultivating Talent - Innate, Mentored, or Battering Ram
A Supplement for August 2022 ASIFA Central Newsletter

Examining the creative process often
presents several questions: Are some
folks just born with IT? Can creativity be
learned? Do you really have to beat it out
of yourself with a club? What club
should you join then?
Instead of thinking about it, let’s do a
skim of the world of research and
observational literature. For this review,
two wonderfully wordy studies and a
book are helping fill some column space.
They are:

large extent to variation in aptitude and
talent across different domains of
intellectual, creative, and sports abilities.

Familial clustering of talent and
giftedness has been described in various
case studies of legendary families. For
example, the Bach family showed a
remarkable concentration of musical
talents. All Bach sons grew up in a
musical—social milieu, in which the
young boys were trained by older family
members. Pedigrees of talented families
suggest a strong familial component to
Vinkhuyzen, A. A., et al (2009). The
exceptional ability. Case studies, however,
heritability of aptitude and exceptional talent
provide insufficient information to
across different domains in adolescents and young distinguish between genetic and shared
adults. Behavior genetics, 39(4), 380–392. familial environmental influences. A
https://doi.org/10.1007/s10519-009-926 self-report scale was used which
0-5
distinguished nine different abilities:
Music, Arts, Writing, Language, Chess,
Abstract
Mathematics, Sports, Memory, and
Knowledge.
he origin of individual differences in
aptitude, defined as a domain-specific
The question of whether genetic or
skill within the normal ability range; and
talent, defined as a domain- specific skill cultural transmission causes variation in
exceptional abilities and the means to
of exceptional quality, is under debate.
develop skills through deliberate practice
The nature of the variation in aptitudes
remains to a large extent unresolved.
and exceptional talents across different
domains was investigated in a population
based twin sample. Self-report data from Observations and Comment
1,685 twin pairs (12-24 years) were
First of all, it’s a disappointing
analyzed for Music, Arts, Writing,
conclusion that they couldn’t reach a
Language, Chess, Mathematics, Sports,
conclusion, although I suspect that some
Memory, and Knowledge. The influence of the twins-study population has grown
of shared environment was small for both quite tired of answering similar selfaptitude and talent.
reporting scales for multiple studies who
likely share a certain twin-based
Additive and non-additive genetic
population. I know I’d be tempted to mix
effects explained the major part of the
things up a bit.
substantial familial clustering in the
aptitude measures with heritability
Nonetheless, for a 12-page study, it
estimates ranging between .32 and .71.
did provoke a few insights:

T

Heritability estimates for talents were
higher and ranged between .50 and .92. In
general, the genetic architecture for
aptitude and talent was similar in men and
women. Genetic factors contribute to a

o Planning to leave a generational legacy
through your DNA? Well, at best, that
dilutional process will leave 1/64th of
your genetic code intact after 150 years.
It’s easier to do something incredibly
ASIFA Central Newsletter - August 2022

smart or monumentally stupid to be
remembered after that time, or better still,
make it a goal to be an inspiration to the
next two generations you can reach while
alive and have an idea being the surviving
footprint of your time on this bit of solar
driftwood.
o The study of epigenetics shows how
behaviors and environment can cause
changes that affect the way your genes
operate - ie, diet, obesity, activity,
smoking, ethanol ingestion, environmental pollutants, psychological
stressors, and working night shifts.
È
Ericsson, K. A., et al (1993). The role of
deliberate practice in the acquisition of expert
performance. Psychological Review, 100(3),
363–406.
https://doi.org/10.1037/0033-295X.100.
3.363
or, a direct pdf download at:
https://graphics8.nytimes.com/images/b
logs/freakonomics/pdf/DeliberatePractic
e(PsychologicalReview).pdf
Abstract

The theoretical framework presented
in this article explains expert performance
as the end result of individuals' prolonged
efforts to improve performance while
negotiating motivational and external
constraints. In most domains of expertise,
individuals begin in their childhood a
regimen of effortful activities (deliberate
practice) designed to optimize
improvement.
Individual differences, even among
elite performers, are closely related to
assessed amounts of deliberate practice.
Many characteristics once believed to
reflect innate talent are actually the result
of intense practice extended for a
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minimum of 10 years.
Analysis of expert performance provides
unique evidence on the potential and
limits of extreme environmental
adaptation and learning.

o In summary, there are four criteria in
this process:

1. An effective instructor(s)
2. Deliberate practice through
development
Observations and Comment
3. Continual parental - or environmental This article provided more direct and
support
conclusive discussion than its predecessor 4. Avoid disease or injury
and distilled common conceptions for the – you have to live long enough to take
value of training, versus attributions to a advantage of being gifted!
pre-natal capability suggested by genetic
predilection.
É
Quite satisfactory for its relative
brevity, it also provided some worthy
highlights:
o Outliers, by Malcom Gladwell, began
the 10,000 hour concept of learning with
“10,000 hours of intensive practice (is
needed) to achieve mastery of complex
skills and materials.”
o Anders Ericsson, at Florida State
University, added a second important
variable to Gladwell’s guide, namely,
“how good a student’s teacher is.” You
need a mentor to show what to focus on
at key moments in that practice regimen
of 10,000 hours.
o Overall, a vindication to all professors
who can clear a path through arcane and
foggy software minutia and teach useful
skills vs fighting “helpful” technologies.
o Being a “prodigy” can actually be a
handicap - consider Star Wars - how do
you know you’re a Jedi? Someone
burdened with the label “prodigy” may
succumb to thinking they know all there
is to know. A “gifted” person, however,
will be rewarded with positive feedback,
more useful training and practice, and
that will lead to more social and
professional opportunities, which will
loop back into a positive reward cycle.
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an image, a rhythm drives a film’s pacing,
or a storyboard seeks an auditory
complement.
A few random discoveries in its 322
pages:

o Mozart demonstrated precociousness
early in his life, “but that is not the same
as being an expert”. His father was
known as being the best music instructor
in all of 18th century Europe. If little
Amadeus had started at age two,
practicing for 32 hours/week, he would
have made the magic 10,000 hours by age
Sadly, the arts are among the first things eight, when he composed his first
sliced from educational budgets.
symphony. The aforementioned positive
Everyone celebrated the impact and
feedback cycle, essentially being fawned
achievements of the Dreyfus character in over by the crowned heads of the
Mr. Holland’s Opus, but at the end of the European continent, would likely be
celebration, he was out of a job.
encouraging even to someone in his
Nothi semper vincere videntur.
rompers. Or anyone’s rompers. Just
seeing if you’re paying attention. I see
È
you dozing in the back of the room - this
stuff’s on the test!
Levitin, Daniel J, This Is Your Brain on
Music: The Science of a Human Obsession
o Genetic influences may be present but
(2007), Plume/Penguin Group. Author
environment is very important - parents
blurb: “Daniel Joseph Levitin, FRSC, is
who speak French are likely to raise
an American- Canadian cognitive
children who speak French, and parents
psychologist, neuroscientist, writer,
who do not are unlikely to do so. “We
musician, and record producer.”
can say that speaking French runs in
families, but I don’t know anyone who
Salient Points
would claim that speaking French is
genetic. Perhaps not an apples-to-apples
Scientific American book club
comparison, but it makes a nice aside in a
selection, This is Your Brain on Music
dry lecture.
should encourage everyone to examine
the connection among all steps of musical o The jazz pianist Oscar Peterson had
encounters - the inspiration, the
very large hands, something very helpful
composition, the performance, and
in playing stride piano. Now which came
ultimately, the overall experience - and
first - the piano, the stride, or the hands?
appreciate how they infuse the nervous
system with information, structure, and
o What we perceive as color is not made
satisfaction.
up of color - an apple may appear red, but
its atoms are not themselves red; or, as
Written for the general public, albeit
philosopher Daniel Dennett points out,
one with a scientific bent, it presents a
“heat is not made up of tiny hot things.”
neurochemical discussion for what goes
on when we say, “I dig the beat.” For
Yr Hmbl Typst
animators, it helps explain the internal
Edmore, Michigan
wiring stimulated when a sound inspires

A
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